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Arcane Relics

The history of the world is vaster and stranger than humanity dares suspect. Ancient knowledge and power 
has passed down through time from sea choked Atlantis, sand worn Sumeria, fire burned Mu and too many 
more to comprehend. Fragmented texts hinting at cosmic truths, blasted obsidian tablets detailing terrify-
ing rites, books bound in human skin that survived the destruction of Alexandria…a vast and evil frame-
work of knowledge that seeks to be unearthed and released by the hands of men.

Lurker players may include one Arcane Relic in their list for the BP cost indicated. No Arcane Relic can 
ever be used in two consecutive games. Arcane Relics may be used in conjunction with Plot Points. Due to 
the extremely evil nature of the Arcane Relics, Threshold may never use them.

The King In Yellow – 4BP

A Two Act Ritual Consisting Of Three Characters

A rare and extremely powerful spell of madness and destruction is woven into this rather innocuous 2-act 
play. The First Act draws the audience in; the Second exposes the despair and horror of the black universe, 
culminating in the revelation of The Stranger’s true identity as The King In Yellow. Madness reigns supreme 
as the macabre secrets revealed by the play drive the audience and actors to tear themselves and each 
other to pieces. The King stalks the crowd for survivors, blessing them with insanity!

Requirements: 1 Stage (CD Template), 3 Actors (any Human or Humanoid models from your Lurker list 
can be used as Actors so long as they are on the Stage) 

Performing The Play

The play requires the Actors to spend Actions reading the lines from the play. As the play progresses, a 
tangible aura of frenzied madness descends on the spectacle. If an Actor is removed from the Stage, an-
other model may move onto the Template and become an Actor. There may be no more than three Actors 
on the Stage at any time.

Act I: The first act is in itself fairly harmless: an introduction to characters and scene with some brief allu-
sions of the ‘wonders’ to come. But it does serve to draw the audience in…Once 6 Actions have been spent, 
Act I is over and the Transfix rule will apply to the Stage.

Transfix: Any Human model (excluding the Actors) within 10” and L.O.S. of the Stage must pass a Re-
solve test before taking each Action. If failed, they stare transfixed at the bizarre thespians, the Action 
wasted.

Act II: The second act tells of far off places and new, unspeakable truths. None who see it remain as they 
were…most die screaming, clawing out their own eyes. After 13 Actions, The Reveal occurs. After 18 Ac-
tions, the play is complete, and The Coming of the King is at hand!

The Reveal: All models coming within 10” of the Stage will suffer a +1 penalty to Resolve as long as 
they are within this range. In addition, a one-time Resolve test is required on completion of the 13th 
Action by all models within 10” (including the Actors). If failed the model will Frenzy and attack the 
nearest model (friend or foe) within Movement range. If no models are within range, roll damage as if 
the model wounded itself.

The Coming of The King: Upon the completion of the 18th Action, replace one Actor with The King. 
The King may now leave the Stage to interact with the crowd. Once The King leaves the Stage, the ef-
fects of Transfix and The Reveal no longer apply; the Stage becomes a regular piece of scenery.
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The King

CAMILLA: You, sir, should unmask.
STRANGER: Indeed?
CASSILDA: Indeed it’s time. We all have laid aside disguise but you.
STRANGER: I wear no mask.
CAMILLA: (Terrified, aside to Cassilda.) No mask? No mask!

The King in Yellow, Act I, Scene 2.
M Dex. Con. A W Res. Skills
4 3+ 7 2 2 2+ Martial Artist

Weapons: Unarmed
Special: Daemon, Terror, Hideous
Cosmically Attuned: A being of immense power, vibrating at a cosmic level, The King receives a 4+ 
Save against all hits.
Whisperer In Darkness: Telling tales of universal destruction melts the minds of men! If The King 
spends an Action he may whisper at any model within 6” range. The targeted model must pass a Re-
solve test or go Face Down in fright!
Gifts Of Madness: The touch of The King is cold and hollow as the void, and many who have felt his 
embrace never recover fully. If The King removes a model with a Major Injury, do not roll on the Injury 
Table. Instead the Lurker player may choose one Phobia from the following list. The effect is perma-
nent.

Phobia List: Agoraphobia, Teratophobia, Ballistophobia, Claustrophobia, Acrophobia, Haphephobia 
or Hemaphobia


